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About This Game
Airi's World
Visit Airi’s World and Join the Adventure.
Keep Airi happy searching items and doing fun activities in several environments.
Visit the House, the Town, the Mountain, the Beach and have a Fun Adventure.
Changing Clothing, Swimming in the Ocean, Riding a Horse, Eating Food, and many other fun Airi’s activities you can enjoy
within this game.

Features
More than 6 different outfits
Four Game Enviroments
More than 10 different activities
Several quests to solve in each enviroment
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Title: Airi's World
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Artbox Games
Publisher:
Artbox Games
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017
b4d347fde0

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,French,Italian,German,Korean,Portuguese
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iris worldwide. airis world. airis world mobile
The game is quite interesting, especially in terms of gameplay. It is a pity that the game has only 9 levels, I would like to see new
types of weapons and their customization. another thing I wanted to draw attention to-soundtrack, it is needed here! I hope that
later the developer will add additional content.. Excellent game!!
The combat and dynamics are even better than the much newer Blitzkrieg 2 game.
Heres what i love about this game:
- USSR missions where if you retreat you are shot at by NKVD Anti-Desertion squads, NOT ONE STEP BACKWARDS
COMRADS!
- artillery has actual real ranges, mortars can hit targets across the map. In BK 2, mortars and artillery can barely fire longer than
a few 100 feet.
- infantry can ride on tanks!! I love this aspect of the game because its such as small feature but makes the game feel so
immersive
- a large variety of tanks and armored vehicles.
There are like 10 different versions of the German Pz. III, ranging from commander versions with special radio equipment on
the sides and a tank commander actually visable on top. Some tanks will have ammunition boxes on the back and sides while
others have Nazi flags! The detail in this game is just great.
- infantry are actually useful and aren't just slaughtered. They can survive a few hits and can fire at targets from a reasonable
range.
- Each mission is highly detailed with plenty of scripted events like suprise counter attacks and enemy air strikes. BK 2 and
Cuban Missile Crisis: The Aftermath suffer from the same missions played over and over again.
Besides being sorta old, the game has no real drawbacks from what ive played so far. Both the Russian and German campaigns
are highly detailed and give intense missions. Best $5 ive ever spent on steam!!. Well this game would be awesome if they
finished it. Maps are great but graphic are on the low end. force feed back is ok. There is no high end monitor resolution (2560
x 1040). I mean it's 2018 and graphic are behind times.. too bad I really liked this game.. Quite different from the other
EightyEight Games. Simple starting puzzles with a heavy narrative drive.
Did not feel well after the first one.
New mechanics introduced for each vignette.. The Game looks very good for a Indie early Access Game and has a really good
Atmosphere in the game!!!
I really like the small Puzzles and Messages you find while Playing, telling you the Story what happened.
Moreover I really like the Concept of the Game that everything is changing in the House(Walls and Furnature) giving the Game
a variety!!!
Still there are some things in the Game that have to be changed. For example the Mouse sensitivity is extrem at the beginning.
So before you start you have to change the setting to be able to play the Game. Moreover I had the bug/Problem that when I
changed my settings, my Mouse Froze and I couldn't move the mouse without restarting the Game.
All in all the Game is a really good early access horror Game: 9/10
If you want to watch something about the Game, I started a walkthrough:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQWvrjD1RE0. Works how I want it to work I belive.... I guess there's some strategy
involved but in the end it's way too RNG based board game for my taste. Campaing also gets boring really fast and all the
animatios could be a bit faster so turns wouldn't take so long.
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Basically a flash game about connecting three fruits and space management. Each three connected places the next fruit in the
progression chain on the 5x5 grid for you to work with and around. And, well, that's it. I appreciate the minimalism and
simplicity, but you can find this on-line elsewhere for free instead of the full asking price.. Fun game, a great time killer and
with the possible addition of custom maps or integrated leaderboard, I think the game will be well worth it's price. Also having
trading cards/Badges for the game is a good feature. I recommend to any people who enjoy Bhop/Surfing in CS!. Probably the
most difficult Nancy Drew game I have played...would recommend if you especially enjoy the puzzle parts of the games. Some
of the puzzles you have to do right as they are given to you, you can't come back to them later & there aren't walkthroughs for a
lot of them as they are random puzzles.
I'd also say this is the scariest Nancy Drew game I have played which is what I was hoping for. Not my favourite, mainly due to
the puzzles but it's not bad.. Don't support devs who mass revoke keys from legitimate buyers.
. 47 Cent for 12 minutes of fun. At level 5 or 6 you just can't get any further.
Sorry, but 4 Cent per minute of fun, is a bit too much.
It is fun for a little while, but after playing nearly the same level all the time, it just gets repetetive.. 10\/10 ... would die in
Tutorial again any day
otherwise get it on % & be patient
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